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Trio of options are
available for weather

spotters next week
BIG BEND -The Big Bend

Amateur Radio Club will host

SKYWARN training by the National
Weather Service March 31 beginning
at 7 p.m. In Fort Davis the next night,
the training will be conducted at the
Fort Davis Volunteer Fire Department.

And on April 2, training is
planned in Marfa, also at 7 p.m.

The Alpine training will be con-
ducted by the NWS Midland Office
and will be in Room 201 of the

Warnock Science Building on the Sui
Ross State University campus. The
public is invited to any of the three
training nights and there is no charge.

Amateur radio has remained an

important part of the National Weather
Service mission for many years. With-
out amateur radio operators spotting
storms in the field, the weather ser-
vice is often faced with using infor-
mation obtained solely by instrumen-
tation.

Thus the spotter becomes the
"eyes and ears" for the weather ser-
vice. Radar operators rely on spotter
reports to validate what they are see-
ing. Even with the latest technology,
the NWS continues to need trained
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Weather spotters . . . From page one
done without proper training, expel
ence and equipment.

For further information, contl
lBob Ward, WA5ROE, at 432-837-201

spotters in the field!
SKYWARN is a concept de-

veloped in the early 1970s that was
intended to promote a cooperative ef-
fort between the NWS and communi-
ties.

The emphasis of the effort is of-
ten focused on the storm spotter, an
individual who takes a position near
their community and reports wind

gusts, hail size, rainfall, and cloud for-
mations that could signal a develop-
ing tornado. Another part of
SKYWARN is the receipt and effec-
tive distribution ofNWS information.

The organization of spotters
and the distribution of warning infor-

mation may lies with the NWS or with
an emergency management agency
within the community.

This agency could be a police
or fire department, or often is an emer-
gency management/service group
(what people might still think of as civil
defense groups).

This varies across the country

however, with local national weather
service offices taking the lead in some
locations, while emergency manage-
ment takes the lead in other areas.

SKYWARN is not a club or or-

ganization, however, in some areas
where emergency management pro-
grams do not perform the function,
people have organized SKYWARN
groups that work independent of a
parent government agency and feed
valuable information to the NWS.

While this provides the radar
meteorologist with much needed in-
put, the circuit is not complete if the
information does not reach those who
can activate sirens or local broadcast

systems.
SKYWARN spotters are not by

definition "Storm Chasers". While their
functions and methods are similar, the

spotter stays close to home and usu-
ally has ties to a local agency. Storm
chasers often cover hundreds of miles

a day.
The term Storm Chaser covers a

wide variety of people. Some are me-
teorologists doing specific research or
are gathering basic information (like
video) for training and comparison to
radar data.

Others chase storms to provide
live information for the media, and oth-

ers simply do it for the thrill.
Storm Spotting and Storm Chas-

. ing is dangerous and should not be


